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Path Constraints 
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The motions of articulated systems along specified paths are 
optimized to minimize a time-energy cost function. The optimi
zation problem is formulated in a reduced two-dimensional state 
space and solved using the Pontryagin maximum principle. The 
optimal control is shown to he smooth, as opposed to the typi
cally discontinuous time optimal control. The numerical solu
tion is obtained with a gradient search that iterates over the 
initial value of one co-state. Optimal trajectories are demon
strated numerically for a two-link planar manipulator and ex
perimentally for the UCLA Direct Drive Arm. The smoother 
time-energy optimal trajectory is shown to result in smaller 
tracking errors than the time optimal trajectory. 

1 Introduction 

Most of the recent work on optimizing the motions of articu
lated systems has focused on minimizing motion time, consider
ing rigid body dynamics and treating the actuator torques/forces 
as the control inputs (for example see Bobrow et al., 1985, 
Shiller and Dubowsky, 1989). While time optimal control is 
relatively easy to compute due to its simple structure, the typical 
discontinuities at the switching times make it physically unreal
izable and undesirable since; 1) actuator dynamics make a true 
bang-bang torque/force control impossible to implement, par
ticularly for direct drive motors with large electrical time con
stants, 2) the sharp switches of the control may induce structural 
vibrations, and 3) the abrupt changes in the motor current may 
damage electric motors with permanent magnets (Kenjo and 
Nagamori, 1985). 

Some of these practical difficulties can be addressed by mod
eling the actuator dynamics (Tarkiainen and Shiller, 1993). 
However, this increases the required computational effort be
cause of the increased dimensionality of the system model. 
Alternatively, the control can be smoothed by minimizing an 
energy function, quadratic in the control, in addition to time 
(Jacobson and Speyer, 1971, Chen and Desrochers, 1988). 
Mathematically, this convexifies the Hamiltonian with respect 
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to the control, creating a minimum that is not necessarily on 
the control boundaries. 

Previous efforts for solving the energy optimization problem 
include a dynamic programming search in the state space for 
point to point motions (Vukobratovic and Kircanski, 1982) and 
for motions along specified paths (Shin and McKay, 1986; 
Singh and Leu, 1987; Pfeiffer and Johanni, 1987). The draw
backs of dynamic programming are the rapid increase in the 
numerical complexity with respect to the number of states (the 
' 'dimensionality curse' '), and the nonsmoothness of the trajec
tory due to the discrete grid representation. In addition, the 
dynamic programming approach does not offer any a priori 
insights into the structure of the optimal solution. The Pontrya
gin maximum principle was used in (Gourdeau and Schwartz, 
1989) to minimize time-energy for point to point motions. How
ever, the point to point problem was found to be computation
ally difficult for higher than two degree-of-freedom manipula
tors. 

In this paper, we solve the minimum time-energy problem 
for articulated systems moving along specified paths. Applying 
the path equality constraints, the problem is reduced to a two 
dimensional state space. This facilitates an efficient numerical 
solution that is applicable to articulated systems with any num
ber of degrees-of-freedom. Using the Pontryagin maximum 
principle, the optimal control is shown to be continuous, with 
gradual transitions between the actuator extremes. The optimal 
trajectory is computed by solving a fourth-order two point 
boundary value problem, iterating on the initial value of a single 
costate. Optimal trajectories are demonstrated numerically for 
a two link manipulator and experimentally for the UCLA Direct 
Drive Arm. The time-energy optimal trajectory is demonstrated 
experimentally to yield smaller tracking errors than the time 
optimal trajectory, when used as the reference input to the PD 
joint controllers. 

2 Problem Formulation 
We consider rigid body articulated systems, modeled by the 

following equations of motion, simplified to exclude the gravity 
forces (although including gravity does not represent any con
ceptual difficulty in this problem) 

M(0)f l + 0'^C(0)0 = T (1) 

where M(0) is the n X n inertia matrix, C(0) is an n X n X 
n array of the coefficients of the centrifugal and Coriolis forces, 
T G R" is the vector of actuator efforts, 0 G /?", 0, and 6, are 
the joint displacements, velocities and accelerations, respec
tively. The actuator efforts, T, belong to the feasible set, fi, 
defined as 

n = {T|r,,„i„< Ti s Tu...\i= 1,2, (2) 

To minimize motion time of system (1) along a specified 
path and ensure smooth optimal control, we solve the following 
optimization problem. 
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2.1 Problem I 

mm in J= \ 
=M Jo 

(1 + e^T^)dt 

g2(X, H) = Mmi„(x) - K S 0 

(3) and the state inequality constraint (7) 

where tf is the free final time, and e is a weighting factor, subject 
to system dynamics (1), the boundary conditions 

«»(0) = Go, e{tf) = e,^ 

0(0) = 0itf) = 0 

and path constraints 

q(0) = 0; q 6 T " ' ; 0 e T 

(4) 

(5) 

The n - 1 path constraints (5) can be used to rewrite system 
dynamics (1) in terms of the velocity, s\ and acceleration, s, 
along the path (see Bobrow et al , 1985, Shiller and Lu, 1992, 
for a detailed discussion of this transformation) 

m ( i ) i - + h(s)s^ = T (6) 

where m(s) and b(^) are the coefficients of the acceleration 
and Coriolis forces expressed in path coordinates (Shiller and 
Lu 1992). The transformed dynamics (6) represent a linear 
mapping from the actuator efforts, T, to the acceleration, s. 
Since this mapping is unique (due to the linearity of (6) in both 
T and i ) , we can use s as the control input, and thus reduce 
the n dependent control variables to an independent scalar con
trol. This also reduces the 2n dimensional state space to the 
two independent states i' (the distance along the path) and s. 

The reduction of the state space transforms the actuator con
straints (2) to constraints on s and s (Shiller and Lu, 1992): 

Sdis, *) < i- s Sa(s, s) 

where 

.(s) mm < max 
T,.Tj \mjbi n,bj)j' 

1, . 

(7) 

(8) 

n (9) 

and 

Sa(s, s) = min \ max I — — ] \i = I, ..., n (10) 

Sd(s, s) = max < mm ] >, i = I, ..., n (11) 
, [ T, \ m, / J 

Denoting x = {JCJ, .)C2l̂  = {•?. •s}'^ and u = s, we can now 
restate Problem I in the reduced state space, considering the 
state dependent control constraints (8) and the state inequality 
constraint (7). 

2.2 Problem II 

min / = I L(x, u)dt (12) 

where L(x, u) is obtained by substituting (6) into (3) 

L(x, u) = \ + e^{\i'^hx\ + Im^hxlu + m^rnu^) (13) 

subject to the double integrator 

x-=t{x,u) = [x2,uY ^[s,sY (14) 

the boundary conditions 

x , ( 0 ) = 0, x,{tf) = Sf, X2i(i) = X2{tf) = Q, (15) 

the state dependent control constraints (8) 

^i(x, u) = u - M™x(x) s 0 (16) 

h{X) = X2- imax(-«l) ^ 0 

(17) 

(18) 

where u^^{x) = s^is, s) and «mi„(x) = Sj(s, s). 
The reduction to a smaller state space allows us to formulate 

the problem in terms of a scalar control variable, «(?)• De
termining the optimal control, u*(t), is equivalent to computing 
the optimal actuator torques T*(f). 

We now determine the structure of the optimal control of 
Problem II from the first order necessary optimality conditions 
for the case of state-dependent control constraints and a free 
final time (Bryson and Ho, 1975). We ignore the state con
straint (18) since it can be shown that, excluding singular 
points, the state constraint is active only when the control con
straints are active (Shiller and Lu, 1992). It is assumed that 
singularity points, as defined in (Shiller and Lu, 1992), are 
avoided either by appropriately choosing the path or by convexi-
fying the set of feasible controls (Shiller 1994). 

3 Structure of the Optimal Control 
The solution to Problem II, u*(t), x*(f), must satisfy the 

following necessary conditions (Bryson and Ho, 1975) 

H,(x*,k,u*,t) = 0 (19) 

H(x*, k, u*, t) = 0 (20) 

for all time ? G [tg, tf], where, using (13) and (14), the Hamil-
tonian, H(x, k, «) , is defined as 

H = I + €^(:b%xt + Im^xlu + m'"mM )̂ 

+ \1JC2 + X.2M + Migl + iJ-2g2 = 0 (21) 

and the co-states, \{t), satisfy 

\j = -2e^{m^mjM^ + \ili,x\ 

+ (mjb -I- m^,)xlu} 

X.2 = -At'^ih'^xl + mliX2u) - Xi 

g^M 

gJjM 

(22) 

(23) 

The subscripts denote partial derivatives with respect to the 
corresponding state or control variable. 

The multipliers ju. = [fix, 1X2V ^^ used to append the state 
dependent control constraints g(x, u) = [g\{x, u), g2(x, u)V 
((16) and (17)) to the Hamiltonian. The multipliers, /̂ i and 
fi2, are positive if the associated constraint is active, but are 
zero otherwise, to ensure that, at the minimum, the cost function 
can be reduced only by violating the constraints (Bryson and 
Ho, 1975). The nonzero multipliers are determined from the 
optimality condition (19). 

Differentiating (21) with respect to u and equating to zero 
yields the unconstrained (interior) optimal control, Ujnt 

"int(f) = -
le^mlixl + X.2 

2e^m'̂ m 
(24) 

The control «;„, is the optimal control if any of the control 
constraints is inactive. If, at some t = h, one control constraint 
becomes active, then the optimal control switches to the upper 
or lower bounds, ŵ ax (?i), or «„,)„( ?i), respectively. The optimal 
control then consists of constrained arcs, determined from (10) 
or (11), or interior arcs, determined from (24). The structure 
of the optimal control u*(t) is thus given by 

^maxV*/ i r ^int ^ "max 

^ in tv^ / i r Winax — "int — "min, 

for all t e [to, tf] 

The optimal control is continuous at the junction points between 

u*it) = ' (25) 
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Fig. 1 A two link manipuiator at the end points of a specified path 

interior and constrained arcs due to the continuity of x and X. It 
follows that ^i is also continuous (and zero) across the junction 
points. 

The interior arcs represent gradual transitions between the 
boundary arcs, with slopes depending on the weighting factor 
e. As e approaches zero, the transitions become sharper, and 
the time-energy optimal trajectory approaches the time optimal 
solution (Jacobson and Speyer 1971, Chen and Desrochers 
1988). 

4 Numerical Solution 
Assuming an interior control at r = 0, substituting the initial 

condition .X2(0) = 0 in (21) , and applying the optimality condi
tions (19) and (20), we eliminate one unknown by solving for 
the initial condition \2(0) 

^2(0) = 
1 +e^m^(0)in(0)MLx(0) 

"max(O) 
(26) 

If Mint(O) satisfies the control constraints, then « *(0) = Mint(O) 
and the optimal trajectory starts with an interior arc. If, on the 
other hand, Mint(O) > Mmax(O), then M*(0) = MmaxCO), and the 
optimal trajectory begins with a constrained arc. The trajectory 
switches to an interior arc at some time ?, when Mi„,(fi) (24) 
no longer violates the actuator constraints (16) or (17). 

The optimization problem thus reduces to determining the 
unknown initial condition )v.i(0) to satisfy the terminal condi
tions (15). The selection of Xi(0) is essentially a line optimiza
tion problem that can be solved efficiently. It is quite computa
tionally inexpensive compared to the dynamic programming 
search used in (Shin and McKay, 1986; Singh and Leu, 1987; 
Vukobratovic and Kircanski, 1982). 

5 Examples 

5.1 A Two-Link Planar Manipulator. In this example, 
the manipulator moves along the specified path shown in Fig. 
1. The parameters of the manipulator are given in Table 1. 
Figure 2 shows a family of time-energy optimal trajectories in 
the phase plane, « — s, for various values of e. Also shown in 
Fig. 2 is the time optimal trajectory. Clearly, as e approaches 
zero, the corresponding trajectory approaches the time optimal 
one. The actuator torques for the time-energy optimal solution 
with e^ = 0.0076 and for the time optimal trajectories are shown 
in Fig. 3. Note the continuous transitions between the actuator 
extremes for the time-energy optimal trajectory. Also shown is 
the multiplier /z, which is continuous and nonzero whenever 

Fig. 2 Time-energy optimal trajectories in the phase plane, s - s, for 
various values of c 

Time-Energy 
1 0 . 

< 0 . 

2 0 . 

Time 

/ J , 
Actuator 1 

ao.J " L_J 
Actuator 2 

multiplier 

Fig. 3 Actuator torques for e' = 0.000058 and for the time optimal trajec
tory 

one of the actuators is saturated. Here fx represents both //i and 
/Li2 since only one of the control constraints (16) and (17) is 
active at one time. 

For small e, it is generally difficult to select an initial guess for 
\ i (0) because of the steep slopes of the interior arcs, which 
makes the integration highly sensitive to the initial conditions. 
Trajectories for a small e can be computed by solving the problem 
repeatedly for progressively smaller e's, using the solution for 
X.i(0) at each iteration as the initial guess for the next iteration. 
This approach was used to compute the solutions shown in Fig. 
2. The motion times for various values of e are shown in Fig. 4, 
suggesting a diminishing return for very small e's. 

5.2 The UCLA Direct Drive Arm. The time-energy opti
mal trajectories were implemented on the UCLA Direct Drive 
Arm shown in Fig. 5. Its controller consists of two independent 
PD joint controllers, each wrapped around a PD velocity control 
loop. The velocity controller generates the control signal to the 
motor driver, which in turn generates the alternating currents 
to the three phase motor. The optimal trajectory (position as a 
function of time), which was computed off-line, was used as a 
reference trajectory to the position controllers. Ignoring motor 
and driver dynamics, we used the control signal generated by 
the velocity loop to indicate the applied actuator torques. 

Link length 

1, = 1.0 m 
Ij = 1.0 m 

Table 1 

C.G. 

Ic, = 0.5 m 
1C2 = 0.5 m 

Parameters of the two-link manipulator 

Mass Inertia around C.G. 

m, = I kg I, = 0.08 Kg-m^ 
ra, = 1 kg I2 = 0.08 Kg-m' 

Torque limit 

Q, = 40 N-m 
Q2 = 20 N-m 
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In this example, the manipulator tip traverses the path shown 
in Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows the nominal and actual tip velocities 
for the time optimal and the time-energy optimal (e^ = 0.005) 
trajectories, with the corresponding times of t^-opi = 0.628^ and 
f,_op, = 0.547,v. As expected, the time-energy optimal trajectory 
is smooth, and stays below the time optimal trajectory. Figure 
8 shows the tracking errors along the path for each trajectory. 
The nominal and actual actuator torques are shown in Figs. 9 
and 10. The noted bias between the nominal and the actual 
torque is mainly due to the unmodeled motor friction. 

T r a c k i n g E r ro r 

Dis tance a long p a t h {< 

Fig. 8 The tracking errors along the path for the time-optimal and time-
energy optimal trajectories 

Fig. 4 Motion time versus e^ 

Fig, 5 The UCLA Direct Drive Arm 

Path in Workapace 

Fig. 6 The specified path in the workspace 

Tip Velocity 

Dis tance a long p a t h [ c m ] 

Fig. 7 The nominal and actual tip velocities for the time-optimal and 
time-energy optimal trajectories 

o.a 0.4 0.8 

Time [sec] 

0.4 0.6 0.( 

Time [sec] 

Fig. 9 The nominal and actual actuator torques for the time-energy 
optimal trajectory 

0.2 0.4 O.Q 

Time [sec] 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.£ 

Time [sec] 

Fig. 10 The nominal and actual actuator torques for the time-optimal 
trajectory 

The time optimal trajectory is difficult to follow due to the 
discontinuities in the actuator torques and the uncompensated 
transient dynamics of the position controller. As a result, the 
actual time optimal velocity profile overshoots around s = 45 
cm, resulting in the peak tracking error of 3.9 mm, compared 
to the maximum error of 2.7 mm for the time-energy trajectory. 
The overshoot in the actual actuator torques for the first joint 
partly compensated for the resulting tracking error. The lower 
control effort and the smaller tracking errors clearly demonstrate 
the utility of the time-energy optimal trajectories. 

6 Conclusions 
A method for computing time-energy optimal trajectories 

along specified paths has been presented, considering the full 
nonlinear system dynamics and actuator constraints. The 
smooth trajectories produced by the time-energy cost function 
are demonstrated to yield better transient response and smaller 
tracking errors than the time optimal trajectories, when used as 
reference inputs to PD position controllers. In fact, the time 
optimal trajectory is impossible to implement without feedfor
ward control or input preshaping (Shiller and Chang, 1995) 
due to the finite bandwidth of the feedback controller. 

The gain in the tracking accuracy seems to outweigh the loss 
in motion time of the time-energy optimal trajectory. The lower 
control effort required to follow the time-energy optimal trajec
tories, and consequently, the lower motor temperature, can po
tentially extend the operational life of the electric motors in 
repetitive motions. 
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Adaptive Control of an Industrial 
Robot Retrofitted With an 
Open-Architecture Controller 

Yuchen Zhou*'^ and Clarence W. de Silva ̂  

A PUMA 560 industrial robot has been retrofitted with an 
open-architecture controller. An adaptive control scheme that 
incorporates actuator dynamics has been implemented on this 
robot testbed. The overall low level control scheme is based on 
the complete robot-actuator dynamics, and consists of a modi
fied regressor-based adaptive algorithm and a feedforward 
compensation scheme for actuator dynamics. It is shown by 
a Lyapunov-Uke analysis that, under this control scheme, the 
tracking error of a general robot is bounded. Experiments car
ried out show that the performance of the robot, with the adap
tive control scheme, is significantly improved when properly 
compensated for actuator dynamics. 

1 Introduction 
It is well known that the dynamics of a robot can be repre

sented by the set of coupled second order differential equations; 

M(q)q + N ( q , q ) q + g(q) = r (1) 
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where q is the position vector of the joints of the robot, T is 
the input force vector acting on the joints, M is the inertia 
matrix, N is a matrix representing the nonlinear effects such as 
centrifugal and Coriolis forces, and g denotes the gravitational 
forces. 

The dynamics given by Eq. (1) is not necessarily a complete 
mathematical representation of a real robot. Difficulties in mea
suring inertia parameters of a robot and modeling some physical 
characteristics, such as joint friction, link flexibility and back
lash, are reasons for the inaccuracy of the model (Book, 1984; 
de Silva and Shibly, 1991). Some advanced control schemes 
for robots have been developed that do not use their exact 
dynamics. Among them are variable structure control (Young, 
1978; Slotine, 1983), and several types of adaptive control 
(Dubowsky et al., 1979; Landau, 1979; Craig, 1986; de Silva, 
1987; Slotine, 1987). Both approaches are effective in dealing 
with dynamic uncertainties and external disturbances. 

Most control schemes available to date exclude actuator dy
namics simply by assuming that the required control torques 
can be generated at the robot joints. This assumption is not 
valid for most industrial robots driven by electrical motors. 
Usually a voltage signal is generated and applied to the armature 
of the motor. The behavior of these actuators is typically gov
erned by a third order differential equation (de Silva, 1989; 
Spong and Vidyasagar, 1989), that takes into account both 
electrical and mechanical time constants. This, when incorpo
rated into the robot dynamics, can substantially modify the 
overall dynamics of the system. Dealing with the third order 
dynamics of a robot actuator is further plagued by the resulting 
presence of the time derivatives of joint forces (torques), be
cause it is somewhat unrealistic to measure these force deriva
tives for control purposes. In many situations, however, the 
actuator dynamics will dominate the robot dynamics (Tarn, 
1991), for example, when the gear reduction is large (such as 
in PUMA robots). This problem has been studied by some 
researchers, and a few control schemes have been proposed 
(Dawson, 1992; Ge, 1993). However, usually joint acceleration 
and jerk (or joint acceleration and motor current) feedback is 
required. This requirement brings difficulty to practical applica
tions. 

How a real robot-actuator system behaves under various ad
vanced control schemes is of great importance in practical robot 
applications, and this is the motivation of the present work. 
This paper studies the performance of an industrial robot under 
an adaptive control scheme which incorporates actuator dynam
ics. Based on a complete robot-actuator dynamic model which 
uses the reduced order actuator dynamics, a modified parameter-
linearization adaptive control with feedforward compensation, 
is then designed. The proposed control scheme does not require 
acceleration or jerk or current feedback. Through a Lyapunov-
like analysis, it is shown that under this control scheme, the 
tracking error of a robot is bounded, and this bound is comput
able and depends on the estimation error. In the ideal case of 
perfect estimation, the tracking error will asymptotically con
verge to zero. Experiments carried out on a PUMA 560 robot 
show that the proposed control scheme can improve the perfor
mance of the robot in a significant manner. 

2 Adaptive Control Scheme 

2.1 Actuator Dynamics. It is assumed that the robot is 
actuated by permanent magnet DC motors. The dynamics of 
such a motor for joint j is given by (de Silva, 1989; Dawson 
et al., 1992) 

•' ~dt' "•'"•' ''•' ~dr ~ '̂  (2) 

where L^.j is the armature leakage inductance, R„j is the arma-
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